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ABSTRACT
Researchers in the field of artificial intelligence today are increas-
ingly concerned with whether the systems which they build will
be “trusted AI", in other words, whether they will be accepted by
their human users. The claim of this paper is that these researchers
should be aware of the rich set of solutions being developed in
the multiagent systems subfield of trust modeling. We propose a
specific perspective on how to leverage trust modeling solutions
towards assurances for trusted artificial intelligence. We conclude
by advocating for greater dialogue between these AI communities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The topic of this Blue Sky paper is the future of multiagent systems
trust modeling research and its community, within the broader AI
landscape. The visionary idea is that trust modeling research can
be leveraged in order to promote a more principled construction of
efforts aimed at promoting trusted AI. A community of multiagent
systems researchers have been developing for a long time now
models to determine the trustworthiness of peers (typically based
on a kind of probabilistic reasoning and learning over time (wit-
ness the beta reputation function of Josang and Ismail [15], which
has become central to many solutions developed to date)). This
modeling has been done in order to direct agent decision making
in multiagent environments. Trusted AI researchers are focused
on a set of issues which might lead users of their systems to lack
trust in the solutions being delivered, ones which control decisions
being made for those users. Such issues include: fairness, bias, ex-
planability and appropriate consideration of ethics. One aim of this
Blue Sky paper is to make the two communities more aware of
the existence of the other 1. The tremendous effort being devoted
currently to examining the issue of trusted AI can be seen with the
special emphasis at last year’s AAAI conference, and the sudden
emergence of a separate conference dedicated to AI, ethics and
society, affiliated with that conference. Our point is that it would

1 Some small steps in this direction emerged just this year with a proposed combination
of topic areas in a recent ACM TOIT Special Issue Call for Papers on Trust and AI,
following the 2018 AAMAS Trust workshop [6]
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be beneficial for these researchers to make greater use of the effort
that has been spent for over 20 years now by other researchers who
have truly cared about formally defining the concept of trust (e.g.
[5])2 and developing frameworks for reasoning about peer trust-
worthiness (e.g [30, 38, 39, 42, 43, 46]), along with longstanding
interest in the related concept of reputation (e.g. [33]). This paper
begins to examine what the relationship between these two groups
within the AI community should be.

Our suggested opportunities for synergy between the commu-
nities are preliminary but fit well, we believe, with the kinds of
desiderata for trust modeling research outlined in Sen’s [35] seminal
Blue Sky paper at AAMAS 2013. That paper made the community
aware that there need to be greater considerations for trust mod-
eling than simply creating effective solutions for evaluating trust.
How to make USE of the results of trust modeling is also important,
as is the challenge of how to ENGENDER trust. A small number
of researchers have emerged of late, examining the design of al-
gorithms for agents to engender trust [1, 41]. Certainly work in
the field that promotes incentives to honesty also in some sense
contributes to the establishment of trust (e.g. [16, 28, 45, 47]). These
papers begin to shed some light on why trust modeling is performed
within multiagent systems, and how intelligent agents can set their
behaviour so that when their trust is modeled, the expectation is
that they will indeed be considered to be trustworthy. But in order
to examine whether the same techniques carry over for the more
general concerns with trusted AI in vogue today, the questions to
ask include: what are human users cautious about? what would
lead them to have insufficient trust in their intelligent solutions?
Perhaps more strongly, would users lose trust if the designers of
their AI systems failed to conduct some kind of trust modeling, in
contexts where there are multiple actors (agents)? If so, trust mod-
eling could be viewed as a kind of necessary condition to enable
trusted AI. There is another way for trust modeling solutions to be
used. Researchers in trusted AI have differing solutions for how to
address fairness or bias or transparency within their systems. Thus,
solutions could be compared using metrics adopted by the trust
modeling community, when validating their models. This would
then provide an avenue for gauging the value of the trusted AI
solution. Yielding better performance under this kind of evaluation
would engender improved trust in the system from users.

In this paper, we first discuss the topic of trusted AI and the
primary concerns of researchers who are trying to develop solutions
for this problem. We then reflect on how particular trust modeling
solutions can be examined as part of the solution. We conclude
with a proposal for next steps.

2The concept of trusted delegation here was especially prescient.
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2 CURRENT CONCERNS WITH TRUSTED AI
One of this paper’s authors was on the program committee for
AAAI in 2018, where Trustable and Explainable AI was a possi-
ble category of submission. We examined all abstracts submitted
to the conference which selected this submission category (50 of
them) and stepped back to try to characterize the kinds of concerns
expressed and the kinds of approaches offered for addressing the
problem. The primary reason for being concerned about trusted AI
appeared to fall into one of four primary categories which we term
fairness, transparency, dangers and collaboration.

Transparency was by far the central concern motivating the re-
search to enable trusted AI. Of the 23 papers in this category, about
half were specifically addressing explaining machine learning and
of these about half were explicitly focusing on the case of obscurity
of deep learning for human users. The other topics under concerns
for trusted AI due to transparency included human interpretability
in general, explanations of ontologies and of recommender systems,
and the need for transparency when advice is given. One paper
even discussed how transparency may in fact cause harm. Fairness
was another central concern and, as perhaps expected, a number of
papers delved into how to address hidden bias in machine learning
solutions. Yet others focused on a need to have the reasoning and
output of intelligent systems adhering to expected ethics and moral
behaviour, as another element of fairness. Dangers is the label we
attached to those papers most concerned with negative impacts that
could be delivered, if intelligent systems were provided with undue
autonomy or if various attacks could compromise the performance
of our AI solutions. The challenges anticipated spanned such scenar-
ios as spammers, adversaries and dishonest agents. This latter case
is certainly quite close to the core desiderata of multiagent trust
modeling research. Safe reinforcement learning and awareness of
bugs in the solution were also issues raised, for a somewhat distinct
perspective on danger being derived from AI solutions failing to
be aware of possible inherent shortcomings. The final category
was collaboration. Papers here were primarily focused on whether
partnerships between humans and agents would be effective or not,
due to differing social practices, human expectations and human
perception of the intended role of the agents (among other concerns
that were also examined).

If we step back from this effort to identify what researchers are
trying to find solutions for, in order to promote "trusted AI", we
learn the following. One entire thread to this endeavour is to ensure
that harmful behaviour does not compromise the performance of
the AI system (danger); detecting harmful behaviour is often as
well a primary motivation for modeling trust in multiagent systems.

With both a consideration of fairness and a desire to reach
human standards within collaboration, the concern seems to be
that the decisions promoted by the AI systems may fail to measure
up, against considerations of acceptable social performance; this is
related to the thread of trust modeling focused on identifying peers
who should not be accepted into the community of agents [18].

The final and perhaps most prominent of desiderata for trusted
AI is to enable human users to not only receive advice from their
intelligent agents but also to promote a certain comfort level in the
directions which the humans are asked to follow; being able to ob-
tain an explanation for the actions that are proposed is intended

to engender trust, since without these clarifications, the decisions
are coming from a black box. This is perhaps the most intriguing
path to trust modeling research but can be understood as follows.
If the “brain dump" of the agent’s reasoning is available for obser-
vation, the agent is then attempting to dispel any lack of trust in its
decisions. Is this not in essence as if (in a multiagent system envi-
ronment) agents desire their trustworthiness to be tracked and the
opinions in their past behaviour to be scrutinized, so that this pro-
cess has the opportunity to detect shortcomings? The conclusion is
that modeling trustworthiness is to be encouraged. After all, simply
displaying the rationale is insufficient; accompanying this must
be a measure of whether these explanations are reasonable. If we
could imagine automating that process could this not be achieved
by modeling trustworthiness, where falling short leaves one to
conclude that the behaviour doesn’t measure up to standards?

It is important to note that concerns about trusted AI are not
entirely new. A valuable survey of research on goal reasoning and
trusted autonomy is presented in [14]. This discussion underscores
the importance of designing multiagent solutions in a way that hu-
man users can approve of the autonomous decision making. These
researchers in fact promote what they refer to as inverse trust:
having intelligent agents reflect on their own trustworthiness, so
that behaviour can be altered in order to earn more trust from their
human users. In 2002, a set of researchers [31] examined as well
how to enable robust autonomous decision making explicitly so
that the underlying planning and task execution can be trusted.
Countermeasures against misinformation is mentioned as an impor-
tant element. These papers point to an important thread between
designing trusted intelligent agents and including an explicit step
of trust modeling. At the same conference where Sen promoted his
blue sky vision for the field of trust modeling, Kaminka’s Blue Sky
paper [17] proposed trust modeling as an important step forward
for new directions with robotics research (i.e. that the design should
include elements which convince the designers that these robots
will be accepted by their human users). How telling then that AI in
general has begun to embrace the cause of trustable AI.

3 TOWARDS A COMMON GROUND
We begin with the following observation. Many multiagent trust
modeling solutions are evaluated by simulations where a standardly
used benchmark is the one where trust isn’t being modeled at all,
and perhaps random selection of partners from peers is then evoked
(e.g. [11]). These are often the least favourable curves in those
graphs, emphasizing that gains can be incurred if trust is modeled
carefully. In a similar fashion, one could perhaps expect that a user
of an AI system may be unwilling to accept the decisions promoted
by an intelligent system that had not bothered at all to imagine
deception (or unfairness or obscurity). Including some kind of trust
modeling pass could then be viewed as a necessary condition to
enabling trusted AI. We proceed to shed some light on possible
ways for trust modeling techniques to be introduced into the design
of AI systems by examining two distinct contexts: computer vision
and supervised machine learning for labelling ground truth. Before
we do so, we include brief reflection on what constitutes human
acceptance of intelligent systems.
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3.1 Exploring Human Acceptance
A recent special issue of ACM Transactions on Intelligent Interac-
tive Systems focused on trust and influence in intelligent human-
machine interaction, and challenged researchers to examine human
emotional attachment to their agent collaborators. A possible moti-
vating paper was that of Yuksel et al. [44], who explored affective
trust: whether humans focus on reliability or attractiveness of an-
throporphised agents. Several papers by special issue co-editor
Gratch [9, 10, 26] revealed: concern when agents adopted different
values; an aversion to envy of agents (though humans seem to ex-
perience less guilt when dealing with agent partners than humans);
and creating agents to represent others causes selfishness while
creating one to represent us promotes fairness. This last conclusion
echoes well the value of developing algorithms for establishing
trust and for gauging whether our own systems can meet desired
reliability standards.

A seminal socio-economic model of trust was developed by
Mayer et al. [24]. This integrative model of organizational trust
decomposes perceived trustworthiness into three components: i)
ability (belief in competencies) ii) benevolence (belief in wanting
good) iii) integrity (belief in adhering to acceptable principles).
The same model suggests that perceived trustworthiness and the
trustor’s propensities contribute to trust, surfacing in the form of
risk-taking actions. Risk-taking actions are modulated not only by
trust, but also by perceived risks, and the outcomes of risk-taking
actions can influence future perceptions of trustworthiness. Various
multiagent system researchers (e.g., [2, 37]) have drawn inspiration
from Mayer et al.’s integrative trust model to take signals of ability,
benevolence and integrity into account to quantify the trustworthi-
ness of agents in online social networks [37] or to guide decision
making in collaborative environments [2]. We seek to highlight that
such systems can be combined with the idea of “inverse” trust [14],
i.e., leveraging multiagent system approaches to have agents reflect
about their own trustworthiness. Such combined models would
allow trusted AI to reflect about its own perceived trustworthiness
in terms of socio-economic dimensions like ability, benevolence and
integrity, based on user behaviour (such as frequency of risk-taking
actions like delegation of decisions to the AI system).

3.2 A Case of Trust for Computer Vision
In the field of computer vision, the topic of trusted AI arises in the
context of users’ trust that the algorithms correctly infer informa-
tion about the world from images. This is a matter of trust in the
reliability of the systems, rather than trust in their intentions, and
it is an important factor where mistakes by an intelligent system
caused by inaccurate vision algorithms may cause harm. Typically,
computer vision algorithms are used in the context of a larger sys-
tem with multiple AI components, which further complicates the
problem of establishing trust in the system as a whole and in the
individual components of the system. In some cases the vision and
control systems form a single integrated network; this approach has
seen considerable success in learning to control video games[25].

Reinforcement learning is a common method for training control
systems, and is also used in trust modelling by systems such as
that of [40]. One possible approach to establishing trust in control
systems is to use training or testing logs as initial data for the

trust modeling system. In this scenario, reliability information (in
the form of the trust model) would be available immediately upon
deployment of the system. An important consideration is when to
begin training the trust model. For systems that are trained once,
prior to deployment, it would be natural to use data only from
tests conducted on the fully trained system. For systems capable of
continuous, online learning, however, the problem is more complex.
A system which eventually “forgives” early mistakes could learn
from the entire training history of the system, and could continue
to be used to learn separate trust models for each individual agent
while it continues to learn after it is deployed.

The trust model of [40] can be used in this context. In this model,
the reputation of agent a as perceived by agent b (represented by
rb (a)) is updated with feedback as follows:

rb (ŝ) ←


rb (a) + µ(1 − rb (a)) positive feedback, rb (a) ≥ 0
rb (a) + µ(1 + rb (a)) positive feedback, rb (a) < 0
rb (a) + ν (1 + rb (a)) negative feedback, rb (a) ≥ 0
rb (a) + ν (1 − rb (a)) negative feedback, rb (a) < 0

The parameters µ and ν represent separate learning rate param-
eters for positive and negative experiences. The value of rb (a) is
constrained to lie on the interval (−1, 1); provided that the initial
value is in this interval and µ,ν < 1, the update mechanism will
guarantee that this property will be maintained. It is possible un-
der this system for an agent to “recover” from a reputation rb (a)

arbitrarily close to −1. More specifically, for rb (a) = −1 + ϵ , the

reputation will require
⌈
log( 1−ϵϵ )
log(µ+1)

⌉
iterations of consistent positive

feedback to reach rb (a) ≥ 0. The parameters µ and ν can also be
adjusted during the learning process such that the reputation is
allowed to change quickly early in the system’s training process,
when the system’s performance is low but improving rapidly, but
the reputation is only allowed to change slowly once the perfor-
mance of the system has become stable. This is very similar to the
use of decreasing learning rates in training AI systems.

3.3 Trust and Argumentation
Argumentation is an approach to reasoning focusing not only on
the conclusions reached, but also on the data and the inference steps
involved in inferring conclusions from the data. Argumentation is
therefore connected to the idea of establishing trusted AI by pro-
viding explanations for the output produced by intelligent agents.
One area of AI in which explainability seems to be a necessary
component for the development of trusted AI systems is supervised
learning. The goal here is to learn a function mapping from input
data to correct output labels based on a set of training examples
for which the correct output labels are known (i.e., ground truth).
These training labels are often generated by human experts, and
the question arises as to how the judgment of individual experts
should be trusted if there are legitimate reasons for why equally
qualified experts happen to disagree on the correct output label.
The problem of trusted AI in supervised learning can therefore be
in part translated to the problem of trusted ground truth and of
explaining ambiguous cases in terms of how different experts could
arrive at possibly conflicting conclusions. Computational methods
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Figure 1: Use of trust-modulated argumentation engines to produce explanations in supervised learning regimes.

for aggregating noisy labels (e.g., [29]) fail to capture experts’ ar-
guments for diverging interpretations. Conversational techniques
for resolving disagreements through an interactive exchange of
arguments, however, were shown to increase label correctness [34].

Argumentation has a considerable history in multiagent sys-
tems and trust modeling research (e.g. [3, 23, 27, 36]). One of the
models at the intersection of trust modeling and argumentation is
ArgTrust [36]. ArgTrust is a trust-modulated argumentation engine
serving as a decision-support tool for end users in complex scenar-
ios where some information sources are more trustworthy than
others. ArgTrust takes as input a pre-specified trust network (trust-
worthiness scores, derived by trust modeling), and a specification
of each agent’s beliefs about a set of facts and rules in the world.
End users can then pose queries to the inference engine and receive
output in the form of text reporting all arguments in support of
their query along with each argument’s level of trustworthiness.
ArgTrust proposes a way of using existing trust values to modulate
the influence of individual agents’ arguments in order to help end
users make informed judgments about complex scenarios.

We propose that future approaches to supervised learning may
benefit from capturing the rationale of dissenting expert annotators
in a format compatible with the belief specification syntax used
by systems like ArgTrust. Assuming that, for each input training
example in such a dataset, the possibly conflicting rationales from
a panel of experts are known in the form of well structured belief
specifications3, these rationales could become prediction targets in
and of themselves, as illustrated in Figure 1. In other words, super-
vised learning models would learn to predict these rationales for
unknown data, as opposed to learning the aggregated output label
directly. Trust-modulated inference engines like ArgTrust could
then be used to produce argument-based explanations for what the
AI system believes to be the correct output label. In cases where
conflicting expert belief specifications are predicted by the model,
the inference engine could offer an outline of conflicting arguments
along with reasons why certain arguments may override others due
to the underlying trust values assigned to individual experts. Finally,
such systems could enable end users to adjust their own trust values
for individual experts whose belief specifications are predicted by
the model. This approach therefore not only sketches a possible
solution to argumentation-based explainability in supervised learn-
ing regimes, but also opens up a way for users to communicate how
much they trust certain types of reasoning, and thus could present
an important milestone towards the development of trusted AI.

3Specifications about how the input example should be mapped to the output label,
e.g. whether specific features are present in the input example (facts) and whether the
presence of features should lead to certain conclusions about the output label (rules).

4 TOWARDS THE FUTURE
We first of all acknowledge that integrating trust modeling and AI
ethics really seems to be the ideal overall goal. Human users will
be disappointed if the AI system makes no effort to represent or
reason about inherent social values that users would like to see
reflected. At a workshop on AI and Ethics at IJCAI 2016, Rossi [32]
posed several questions about how to address moral preferences
in AI systems. Whether it is possible to integrate reasoning on
both action preferences and moral preferences is one of the chal-
lenges we are urged to address within the field. Some recent efforts
to advance specific reasoning frameworks for verifying morality
have in fact emerged in the literature (e.g. [7, 8]) as promising first
steps along this path. Trust modeling work on norms may also
be a useful connected starting point to explore (e.g. [22]). We also
fully acknowledge that it is impossible to dispel all fears simply by
considering multiagent trust modeling. It is important for research
on identifying vulnerabilities, attacks and collusive efforts should
all continue, to identify failings in our models and to take steps for-
ward. A useful starting point to this discussion is the work of [19]
which chronicles some of the vulnerabilities of trust models. Kerr
suggests that we can at least run our proposed algorithms through
a testbed (e.g. [12, 20]), to begin to gauge our failings (and offers
a method for addressing collusion by detecting lack of harm [21]).
Related work on trying to gauge the relative benefits of different
reputation mechanisms is offered in [13]: work like this may also
provide crucial insights into how to calibrate trusted AI solutions.
With various options for integrating trust modeling, efforts such
as [4] which support interoperability and employ ontologies to
facilitate explanation may also shed some light.

While we have only begun to sketch some ways in which trust
modeling may be leveraged towards trusted AI, the primary take-
home message of this paper is that we all have a responsibility, as
multiagent system researchers, to enlighten our colleagues who
are working on the thorny problem of trusted AI: the first step
is ours to take. Tell them you know colleagues within your own
subfield who have been devoting considerable effort to defining
trust and reputation, to imagining alternate reasoning strategies
for modeling trustworthiness most effectively, and to providing
validations which yield metrics to gauge the performance of their
solutions. Urge them to connect with these colleagues, to take
advantage of our mutual interests. After all, if we cannot come
up with truly effective solutions, then our poor human users will
experience even greater disappointment, leading to even less trust
in us and then no one will really be well served.
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